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Chapter 1750: First Time Coming To Qinyue Group 

That statement made the saleswoman glance at which apartment that So Pang Lim wanted. She was 

shocked to see So Pang Lim's choice. Turned out, Pang Lim changed her change. She chose a house with 

three rooms with two bathrooms, a living room, a dining room, and a kitchen.  

"Yes, Miss. I will go and prepare the contract." The salesman rushed to prepare the contract. 

"Do you think you can buy this house?" The saleswoman asked. 

"Of course, that is why I am buying it. Are you stupid or what?" So Pang Lim snorted. 

"What to be so proud of? You would just go and get a loan to buy this house." The saleswoman scoffed. 

"Who tells you that I am buying this house using the loan? I am buying it in cash." So Pang Lim smiled. 

"What?" The saleswoman could not believe her ears. She still thought that So Pang Lim was lying to look 

better.  

The salesman came back with the contract. He gave the contract to So Pang Lim. So Pang Lim looked at 

the contract carefully.  

After reading everything, she did not find anything suspicious. She was satisfied with the contract.  

"Let's proceed." So Pang Lim stated. 

The salesman was happy to get a customer today. Usually, his co-worker got the customer.  

The saleswoman saw this and gritted her teeth. If this proceeded, the one who got the permission was 

the salesman, not her.  

"Let me handle your contract." The saleswoman tried to grab the contract.  

The salesman was troubled by the action. She used the old trick. He could not do anything since she had 

a relative at a higher position.  

So Pang Lim took the contract away. "No need. I want him to handle my contract."  

The saleswoman was taken aback.  

"I don't want to deal with you because you look down on me because of what I am wearing. You think I 

can not afford the property here. I don't want to buy anything from you." So Pang Lim added. 

The salesman was stunned. Well, what So Pang Lim said was true. She really did not think So Pang Lim 

could afford to buy or rent the house.  

Coincidentally, their manager came over and heard everything that So Pang Lim heard. He was shocked. 

He really did not know that this was how the saleswoman acted in front of the customer.  

The manager came forward and apologized to So Pang Lim. "Miss, I am sorry for how my staff acted in 

front of you. I am sorry."  



So Pang Lim was surprised. He did not expect someone would apologize.  

"Uncle?" The saleswoman was also surprised.  

The manager was the relative that she was talking about.  

"I want him to handle my contract." So Pang Lim stated. 

"Sure. Guowei, you handle the contract quickly." The manager said. 

The saleswoman gritted her teeth. She could not get the commission.  

The salesman handled the contract. So Pang Lim made the payment right now. She got the key.  

The process was smooth until the end without anyone disturbing it.  

"Thank you for not turning me down because of what I am wearing. You are really a good man. I hope 

you can continue doing so." So Pang Lim stated before leaving the real estate office.  

"Thank you very much." The salesman was happy to serve the customer.  

"Good job, Guowei." The manager patted his shoulder. He then turned to the saleswoman. "And you, 

come here to my meeting room. We have something else to discuss." His tone was serious. 

.... 

It was time for So Pang Lim to go to the Qinyue Group's office. She was impressed when she stood in 

front of the building. Her friend really made it.  

She went to the desk front.  

"Hello. What can I help you with?" The receptionist asked. 

"Hmm... I have an appointment with Tang Yu Qi." So Pang Lim stated. 

"With Chairman Tang?" The receptionist was surprised when someone stated her chairman's full name. 

"Oh, yes, Chairman Tang." So Pang Lim nodded. 

Yu Qi's title was chairman here. She forgot.  

"Wait a minute. I will call Miss Lei for confirmation." The receptionist said. 

"Sure." So Pang Lim nodded. 

The receptionist made a call to Lei Yingtai. Lei Yingtai confirmed that So Pang Lim indeed had an 

appointment with Yu Qi at 4 p.m.  

Lei Yingtai told the receptionist that she would come down and get So Pang Lim.  

The receptionist nodded and ended the conversation. She told So Pang Lim what Lei Yingtai had told 

her.  

So Pang Lim nodded and understood. She went to the waiting area.  



When she was about to go there, a man rushed over and collided with her.  

"I am sorry... I am sorry..." The man quickly apologized and helped So Pang Lim to stand up. 

"It is okay..." So Pang Lim looked at the man.  

"I am really sorry." The man apologized again.  

"Don't worry too much. I am okay." So Pang Lim said. 

The man bowed and rushed to the elevator.  

'He must be an employee here.' So Pang Lim thought.  

After waiting for three to five minutes, a woman walked toward So Pang Lim. So Pang Lim stood up.  

"Miss So?" The woman asked. 

"Yes, So Pang Lim." So Pang Lim introduced herself and handed out her hands to shake hands. 

"I am Lei Yingtai, Chairman Tang's secretary." Lei Yingtai also did the same. 

They shook hands.  

 


